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INSTITUTION NEWS AND RESEARCH
ITA LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

D

r.-Ing. E.h. Martin Herrenknecht accepted the ‘ITA Lifetime
Achievement Award’ in Singapore on 11 November 2016.
With this award the International Tunnelling and Underground
Space Association (ITA) has honoured the life of the engineer and
entrepreneur from Schwanau.
“Single-mindedly tackling and realising exciting and ambitious
tunnelling projects together with professional and competent
partners, that is my passion. To receive the ITA Lifetime
Achievement Award for that is a special honour. I would like to
share that honour with my excellent engineers and employees as
well as our customers.” said Dr.-Ing. E.h. Martin Herrenknecht at
the official award ceremony in Singapore before tunnelling experts
from around the world. Together with his engineers and in Dr.-Ing. E.h. Martin
partnership with international customers, for decades the pioneer Herrenknecht accepts the
entrepreneur Martin Herrenknecht has been innovating tunnelling ‘ITA Lifetime
technology, which over the past 20 years in particular has dealt with Achievement Award’ in
unprecedented challenges underground and repeatedly pushed the Singapore.
boundaries of feasibility in mechanised tunnelling. Prime examples
of this are projects such as the 2 x 57 km long Gotthard Base Tunnel in Switzerland which opened
in summer 2016, the Eurasia Tunnel (the road tunnel under the Bosphorus which is nearing
completion), as well as the metro network under Doha with 111 km of ultra-modern new tunnels
completed in record time.
In an entrepreneurial career in global tunnelling spanning more than 40 years, Martin
Herrenknecht has received a wide variety of accolades for his achievements, including the Cross of
Merit 1st Class of the Federal Republic of Germany. Renowned technical universities have awarded
him an honorary doctorate or appointed him Honorary Senator.
On 13 December 2016 at the Academy of Sciences in Berlin Martin will be the recipient of a
particularly exceptional award when he will be presented with the Werner von Siemens Ring, which
is the highest technical engineering award in Germany and has only been awarded to 36 people
since 1916. Website: www.herrenknecht.com
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NEW YOUTUBE CHANNEL FROM LEADING WATER EXPERTS

A

s we head into the final quarter of 2016, 2017 starts to
appear on the horizon taking us another step closer to
2020; a year of most significant change for anyone involved
in the water sector.
With 2020 fast approaching, the challenges faced by the
water utilities and their supply chain are on the increase, but
there is one organisation striving to help the sector prepare
and stay ahead of the game. The Future Water Association, as its name suggests, has one goal; to
influence the future of the UK’s water sector. The association is working hard to become the
pinnacle of support and knowledge for members and non-members alike by giving access to a
wealth of information and resources to assist businesses within the sector overcome barriers and
strive for success.
Future Water Association’s latest innovative initiative is to create an on-line knowledge library, a
collection of informative videos from a wide variety of leading experts from the water sector, all
conveniently located together on one dedicated YouTube channel.
The collection of some 27 videos, with many more in the pipeline, cover a wide range of topics
including: “Non-household competition and the transformation of the water industry”, “Innovation
in the water sector”, “Future Water Policy and Regulations”, “Customer Service”, “Resilience”,
“Flooding”, “Urban Drainage” and many more. The subject matter is varied and all very relevant to
the water market. Speakers include heads of business from the water utilities, academics and water
industry experts from across the sector.
Paul Horton, CEO for Future Water Association, explained the thinking behind the video library:
“Feedback from our members has highlighted an interest in keeping up to date with industry
developments and initiatives in a way that is quick and easy to access. Our YouTube channel will
become an on-going place of reference for people to visit and re-visit. We aim to keep it current and
will be regularly updating it with the latest thoughts and comments from industry influencers.”
To view the current selection of videos, visit YouTube and search for the Future Water
Association or visit: www.futurewaterassociation.com/youtube-video-library
The Future Water Association is a membership organisation with the aim to become the business
support service for the water sector. Website: www.futurewaterassociation.com
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NEW APPOINTMENTS AT TRACTO-TECHNIK UK LTD

W

ith renewed focus on its extensive no dig product range,
TRACTO-TECHNIK UK Ltd has set out to grow the
business in the UK and the Export markets it serves. To make the
best of the opportunities, Roger Atherton has been appointed Area
Sales Manager for Scotland and The North, Middle East and
Southern Africa.
Roger has been with TT-UK for more than 30 years and has a
wealth of knowledge and experience in all trenchless applications
and he will share his expertise with the newly appointed Area Sales
Engineer for Scotland and The North, Paul Heath. Scotsman Paul
has an aviation engineering background, but also ran his own
business in the past, giving him the ideal background for the Sales
Engineers role which aims to improve local customer service
capabilities.
Paul is joined in this new role by Stephen Greatbank, who will
represent TRACTO-TECHNIK in the Greater Manchester Area,
having previously successfully covered that region as a Suction
Top left: Matthew Izzard.
Excavation technician.
With new product launches, more interesting innovation Top right: Roger Atherton.
opportunities and distribution development challenges on the Bottom left: Stephen
horizon, the company has appointed Matthew Izzard as Business Greatbank.
Bottom right: Paul Heath.
Development Director.
Matthew will be instrumental in shaping and implementing the
company’s plans for the future. He brings with him a wealth of experience in trenchless technology,
especially the HDD sector.
Managing Director Roger Wahl said: “We have spent some time thinking about where we want to
be in 5 to 10 years time, and now we need to put our plans into action. These appointments are
getting us on the way towards our ambition to getting closer to our customers, further improving our
after sales capabilities and becoming the premier solution provider in the No Dig sector.” Website:
www.tracto-technik.co.uk
© 2016 NoDig Media Services
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NUMA GROWING INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE

N

uma, one of the world’s leading designer of DTH
hammers and bits, has announced the addition of
Andrew Robertson to its international sales team. Based
in Scotland, Andrew will be responsible for driving sales
and supporting International customers in the field.
“With the further growth of Numa’s international
presence, we continue to invest in supporting drillers with
the latest DTH technology and best expertise available in
the marketplace.” said Numa President, Ralph Leonard.
“The addition of a drilling expert like Andrew Robertson
further reinforces our strong commitment to that
strategy.”
Andrew commented: “I am excited to join Numa and
look forward to working with the team to deliver the
world’s leading drilling technology. Having a wealth of
experience in DTH drilling, I am excited to support
drillers with such a respected company that prides itself
on top quality products and service.”
Andrew comes to Numa with over 11 years of
experience in the down hole hammer and bit industry.
Most recently he held product and sales roles with Atlas
Copco in support of the company’s DTH product line. In
this position, he travelled throughout the world to support
dealer sales, provide field support, handle warranty Andrew Robertson.
claims, and assist with R&D projects.
Prior to his position with Atlas Copco, Andrew worked as a Sales Engineer with Numa distributor
H & F Drilling in Scotland. During this time, he developed first-hand experience with Numa
hammers and bits by supporting drillers on job site throughout Europe. Website:
www.numahammers.com

URGING THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY TO INCLUDE DISCLOSURE
RULES ABOUT LEAD CONTRIBUTORS IN WATER SYSTEMS

P

ipe Restoration Technologies, LLC, (PRT) makers of the ePIPE, Lead-Free Leak-Free™ product
line, recently announced that it is strongly urging the real estate industry to adopt disclosure
rules about lead contributors in water piping systems.
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“There currently is a troubling lack of requirements for landlords or property managers to disclose
toxic lead contributors in a piping system.” Pipe Restoration Technologies CEO Larry Gillanders
said.
“This leaves the tenant or home buyer in the dark and at risk. I believe an owner of a residential
building has a duty to disclose known water quality issues to a prospective purchaser or tenant, and
could potentially be liable for rescission or damages for failure to disclose and for injury resulting
from known unsafe drinking water.”
Many American insurance companies issued policies in the mid-1990s that excluded coverage for
lead-based liabilities, and some of the exclusions were written vaguely to apply to lead paint as well
as lead leached in water.
These lead liability exclusions often include language such as: This insurance does not apply to
actual or alleged bodily injury related or attributed to, arising out of resulting from or in any way
caused by the ingestion, inhalation or absorption of lead in any form, as well as property damage,
personal injury, medical expenses or any loss at all.
However, with the absence of water quality and lead contributor disclosures, laws are sometimes
implemented in an effort to deal with the problem.
In July 2016, the State of Rhode Island passed The Lead and Copper Drinking Water Protection
Act, which states: “Prior to the sale or rental of any dwelling, the water shall be tested for lead and
copper and said results, as well as a disclosure of the status and condition of the lead service line
shall be included in any rental agreement or purchase and sale agreement.”
The Act also focused on reducing the current lead action level for lead in the drinking water from
its current level of 15 ppb to a level of 10 ppb or less. Other countries, including Canada, the
European Union, UK, Mexico and China, are already observing the World Health Organization’s 10
ppb cut off level for lead.
Until the disclosure of lead piping, lead contributors and water quality is included as part of a
disclosure process, PRT advises homeowners to ask the sellers to have the property inspected for
lead contributors in the piping system and have the water tested at a certified testing facility to check
for the presence of lead.
Properties built before 1950, depending on its location, could be served with a lead service line.
Houses built in the 1950s through the mid-1990s may also be exposed to lead leaching from lead
contributors, such as lead solder on copper pipes and brass fixtures. Website: www.epipeinfo.com
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AKKERMAN INTRODUCES THE GUIDE ROD SWIVEL

T

o achieve guided boring steel casing
installations in deep, densely
compacted ground and soft rock,
Akkerman recently announced its
newest solution in the Guided Boring
Machine (GBM) equipment line, the
Guide Rod Swivel (GRS-50) family of
cutter heads with a universal bearing
swivel. The robust GRS-50 family
contains four sizes of high thrust bearing
upsizing tools able to withstand up to 50
tons of continuous thrust loads on The GRS-50 Cutter Heads meet the outside diameter
guided boring, guided auger boring, and of common steel casing pipe in 24 in (610 mm), 30 in
soft rock pilot tube projects.
(762 mm), 36 in (914 mm) and 42 in (1,067 mm)
Akkerman’s GRS-50 is a versatile diameters.
choice for an incredible range of pilot
tube projects. It can be used during guided auger boring to upsize from the pilot tube to the steel
casing diameters and also follow the Rock Drill Adapter (RDA) with Tri-Hawk® drill bit tooling in
weathered rock conditions. On projects with space constraints, the GRS-50 is also compatible with a
4800 Series Jacking Frame with an Auger Boring Adapter for spoil discharge. (The 4800 Series
Jacking Frame and Auger Boring Adapter are compatible with the 24 and 30 in (610 and 762 mm)
diameter GRS-50 Cutter Heads.)
The complete assembly is housed in a reusable, casing sleeve to ensure optimum and consistent
performance with all manufacturers’ steel casing. The GRS-50 is an economical solution since the 7
in bearing swivel is universal to all GRS-50 Cutter Heads and securely bolts onto the cutter head
collar. Two seals inside the bearing swivel prevent contaminants from entering the main housing.
The guide shaft extends beyond the face of the cutter head and connects to the last length of pilot
tube with a 3 in hex connection to firmly hold the alignment on line and grade. During steel casing
installation, the bearing swivel absorbs the rotational torque while the cutter head excavates in a
clockwise manner. Excavated spoil enters the cutter head and flows through the auger flights for
removal in the launch shaft.
The durable, carbide gage cutter bit tooling is the same proven design used on Akkerman Tunnel
Boring Machines (TBMs). Gage cutter bits along the perimeter of the cutter head create the bore
overcut. If an obstacle is encountered,
they are situated on collapsible wings that
retract into the casing sleeve for pullback.
In this event, the guide shaft can quickly
reconnect to the hex connection on the
pilot tube to resume bore advancement.
The gage cutter bit’s round shank allows
it to turn as it excavates ground for
optimal wear and longevity and if
necessary, can be easily replaced.
The complete assembly includes a 24 in
(610 mm), 30 in (762 mm), 36 in (914
mm) or 42 in (1,067 mm) diameter GRS50 Cutter Head, a Bearing Swivel, an
Auger Drive Adapter for 6 to 5 in lead
auger hex connection and a Casing
Sleeve. The assembly is 42 in (1,067 mm)
long from tip of the guide shaft to the rear
Auger Drive Adapter.
To upsize from the pilot tubes in ground
conditions requiring less jacking force, a
single or two-step weld-on reaming head
remains the appropriate choice for these
circumstances.
For over forty years, Akkerman has
developed, manufactured and supported
quality pipe jacking and tunnelling
equipment that accurately installs a
variety of underground infrastructure.
Website: www.akkerman.com
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HERRENKNECHT IN ECUADOR AND HONG KONG

I

n Quito one of the highest altitude metro systems
in the world is currently being built. The first line
will run over more than 20 km through the elongated
capital of Ecuador. At an altitude of more than 2,800
m above sea level, from the spring of 2017 two
recently completed Herrenknecht EPB Shields are
set to work their way through the volcanic ground.
Two tunnel boring machines from Schwanau,
Germany will soon be literally heading for the hills.
In the Ecuadorian Andes work on the Metro de Quito
is in full swing. The first two of the planned 15
metro stations are already under construction. In a
few months the site crews will be joined by two With a diameter of 9.36 m the two
Herrenknecht tunnel borers. The EPB Shields with identical tunnel boring machines for the
diameters of 9.36 m were completed in Schwanau in Metro de Quito are amongst the larger
late August 2016. The mayor of Quito, Dr Mauricio sizes.
Rodas, visited the Ortenau region for the technical
acceptance. Together with representatives of contracting joint venture Acciona/Odebrecht and client
Quito Metro, the guests admired and inspected the concurrently assembled and completed machines
in detail.
The planned tunnel alignment of Metro Line 1 runs at a depth of about 20 to 25 m below the city.
The new rail system is an important step in the modernisation of the metropolis and in future will
transport more than 350,000 passengers daily. At the moment the high volumes of traffic regularly
cause congestion and smog. The switch to a more environmentally friendly mass transportation
system is designed to remedy the situation and save up to 30,000 tonnes of CO 2 emissions per year.
Meanwhile, Sigmar Gabriel, the German Minister for Economic Affairs and Energy, took the time
on 3 November to inspect construction progress at what is currently one of the most important innercity tunnel projects in Hong Kong. Powered by high-tech Herrenknecht tunnel boring machines, the
Minister and his delegation were fascinated by how top German technology is being used to develop
ground-breaking infrastructure in Hong Kong. The mega-city is permanently rising above itself.
Investments are being made in high-performance underground tunnel structures in particular to keep
abreast of development by the city, setting international standards and realizing technical flagship
projects.
The German Minister for Economic Affairs and Vice-Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel visited the site of
the Shatin to Central Link Contract No. 1128 metro tunnels during a recent delegation trip to the
15th Asia-Pacific Conference focusing on the construction of infrastructure. “The progressive
dimensions at which Hong Kong is being developed not only on the surface but also underground
are very impressive. It makes me very optimistic that German companies and top technology are
playing a key role when it comes to building state-of-the-art and pioneering infrastructure projects in
the Asian-Pacific region.” Gabriel said.
The Shatin to Central Link is an efficient extension to the existing underground metro network. As
the city is extremely densely built up, there is no avoiding mechanised tunnelling at key points. The
Dragages-Bouygues joint venture has been commissioned by the client MTR to build four tunnel
sections in urban areas under heavy traffic trunks. Both construction companies are subsidiaries of
the French construction corporation Bouygues Construction. The joint venture selected
Herrenknecht as a partner for highly-innovative tunnelling technology (1 x Mixshield, 1 x Variable
Density TBM, each of 7.41 m diameter). Both companies are long-standing project partners and
have successfully realised a variety of challenging premier projects in the southern Chinese
commercial metropolis.
Herrenknecht has been active in the Asian-Pacific region and China since the 1990s. Meanwhile,
the company operates its own subsidiaries
at six locations in China with a total of
around 850 employees. Herrenknecht
technology has been applied in more than
700 projects to date in China. The
construction of metro lines alone has
involved more than 240 Herrenknecht
TBMs boring their way through the
underground in 25 Chinese cities. Website:
www.herrenknecht.com
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The official launching ceremony of the
Mixshield S-988 on the Shatin to Central
Link Contract No. 1128 project.
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ROBBINS FROM ATLANTA TO BANGALORE

A

fter an Onsite First Time
Assembly (OFTA) lasting just
2½ months, Atlanta, Georgia, USA’s
newest TBM, dubbed ‘Driller Mike’,
made its initial start-up on 13
October, 2016 and ramped up to full
production two weeks later. Atlanta’s
Mayor Kasim Reed and city officials
gathered with local and national
media to celebrate the occasion. The
3.8 m (12.5 ft) diameter Robbins
Main Beam TBM is now boring the 8
km (5 miles) Bellwood Tunnel after
being walked forward 30 m (100 ft)
into a starter tunnel. The Bellwood
Tunnel path will travel from an
inactive quarry and run below a water The Robbins Main Beam TBM, dubbed ‘Driller Mike’,
treatment plant and reservoir before was launched on Atlanta, Georgia, USA’s Bellwood
ending next to the Chattahoochee Tunnel in October 2016.
River.
The project was given the go-ahead by the City of Atlanta’s Department of Watershed
Management due to the city’s current emergency water supply shortage. The PC/Russell JV, the
project’s construction manager at risk, sub-contracted with the Atkinson/Technique JV to operate
the TBM will oversee construction of various intake and pumping shafts as well as final lining
operations. The project is of utmost importance for the City of Atlanta, explained Bob Huie, Senior
Project Manager for the PC/Russell JV. “Right now, the downtown area’s emergency water supply
is approximately three days. With the tunnel the supply will increase to between 30 and 90 days. To
be a part of the city’s emergency water supply solution is huge. This tunnel will protect the city for a
very long time.”
With the tunnel on the fast track, swift TBM assembly was key. The OFTA process involved
coordination by multiple crews at the large quarry site. “The OFTA went very well. The overall
assembly process was well organised and supervised by the Atkinson/Technique JV and Robbins.
We had a good team to put it all together.” said Huie. He continued: “This is a unique job where
there are a lot of people with a variety of backgrounds, but everyone came together to make the
OFTA happen.”
The Robbins TBM is now excavating in granite, with at least 300 m (1,000 ft) of zones in three
separate areas that will require continuous probing. In a section directly below an existing reservoir,
monitoring will be particularly crucial to ensure no water inflows occur. The Robbins machine will
also be required to negotiate several curves. “We have one curve in the first 300 m (1,000 ft) and the
main 370 m (1,200 ft) radius curve is 1,800 m (6,000 ft) in. We plan to do short TBM strokes in this
section, about 200 mm (8 in) to 300 mm (1 ft) shorter than normal to get through the curves.” said
Larry Weslowski, Tunneling Superintendent for the PC/Russell JV.
Excavation is scheduled to be completed in the first quarter of 2018. After final lining, the tunnel
will be filled with water and the quarry site will become Atlanta’s largest reservoir and park,
totalling hundreds of acres. While the park site is a bonus for residents, the water storage capacity it
will provide is critical. Nearly 1.2 million customers, including 200,000 passengers who pass
through the world’s busiest airport every day, count on the water supply each time they turn on the
tap. “If the city were to lose water supply for a day, the estimated economic impact would be at
least US$100 million per day. If you consider that this is a US$300 million project, that seems a
pretty good investment in comparison to
what could happen.” said Huie.
Meanwhile at the opposite end of
tunnelling operations in Bangalore, on
28 September, 2016, Bangalore’s last
TBM for the city’s metro rail project
broke through, marking the end of TBM
tunnelling on the Namma Metro phase
1. The Robbins-operated machine,
known as ‘Krishna’, bored a 750 m
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(2,460 ft) drive through challenging conditions between Chickpet and Majestic stations. Clean-up
and final commissioning of the tunnel will be completed in 2017, and is the last obstacle before
owner Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (BMRCL) can open the Malleswaram-Majestic link.
The TBM’s sister machine, ‘Kaveri, completed a parallel tunnel in June 2016.
The success follows a gauntlet of challenges on the two tunnel sites. Due to severe delays on the
original tunnel drives, Robbins was approached and asked to take over the operations of the
remaining two competitor-manufactured TBMs in February 2015. After obtaining agreement from
the project owner and the contractor, Robbins took over the responsibility for all aspects of the
underground operations. “We provided a team of over 60 staff including TBM operators, TBM
technicians, ring builders, a grouting team, and more. We were also responsible for running surface
installations and equipment such as the grout batching plant, gantry cranes and power supply.
Contractor Coastal Projects Ltd. (CPL) provided a team of people including surveyors, QC
engineers, and loco operators who reported directly to our site management team.” explained Jim
Clark, Projects Manager for Robbins India.
The Robbins crew carried out tunnelling operations while the Chickpet station was being
constructed around them to mitigate delays incurred before they took over project operations. The
project’s most difficult challenges included a low overburden and unconsolidated ground along the
alignment, and the discovery of several uncharted wells directly on the alignment. Difficult ground
frequently prevented proper pressurisation during cutting tool replacement, requiring a grout
solution to be pumped in to fill voids and left to cure. Initially the curing process took up to 36
hours, but with improved application methods this was reduced to a 12 hour curing time.
Another challenge involved the sensitive building structures along the tunnel path. Issues with
surface vibration, explained Clark, required that cutterhead speed be limited to 1.8 rpm during the
day shift and 1.2 rpm during the night shift. Despite the obstacles, the TBMs advanced at rates of up
to 50 mm (2 in)/min in highly weathered rock.
“This is an industry first, wherein a TBM manufacturer has utilised their in-house expertise and
knowledge to take on this level of responsibility for a project.” said Clark, addressing the magnitude
of the successful breakthroughs. “The fact that it was ‘a first’ and we were successful in bringing
this high-profile project back on track is a great achievement for The Robbins Company.”
Now that tunnelling is complete, the North and South runs of the Namma metro will be connected,
a line that, once in service, will carry an estimated 40,000 passengers daily. It is anticipated that
Phase One of the metro will be opened in its entirety in 2017. Website: www.robbinstbm.com
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FLINT CRISIS PROMPTS LEAD PIPE REPORT REVISIT

A

landmark paper on lead pipe rehabilitation and replacement
techniques published by the American Water Works
Association (AWWA) 15 years ago has been revisited by a member
of the original project advisory committee.
In 2001 AWWA published Lead Pipe Rehabilitation and
Replacement Techniques, which was based on a portfolio of
research and technology projects undertaken in the UK by North
West Water (now United Utilities). Since its publication there have
been significant changes to global and national regulatory limits for
lead in drinking water as scientists have become better informed
about the risk posed to public health, especially in young children’s
brain development.
The issue has risen swiftly up the news agenda in recent months
following revelations of exposure to lead in drinking water by
people living in the US city of Flint, Michigan. Nick Preston, a
member of the Project Advisory Committee for the original
AWWA report and an expert on lead pipe replacement techniques,
has authored an update, commissioned by pipeline infrastructure
specialist Aquam.
RENEWED INTEREST
Nick Preston said: “Quite rightly there is a renewed interest in the An Aquam operative
risks posed by lead in drinking water. Importantly for utilities relining lead pipes using
wanting and needing to take action, there has also been significant Serline system.
development and commercialisation of viable technologies for
pipeline rehabilitation, which have yet to be widely adopted by utilities and their supply chain
contractors.”
Happily no city in the UK is facing a drinking water crisis. According to the Drinking Water
Inspectorate (DWI), in 2014, there were just 84 failures at the tighter standard (10μg/l) introduced in
2015 in England, with 70 of these confirmed as being due to customer-owned pipes and plumbing in
older housing. However there are an estimated 10 million homes across 22 utilities which are
connected to the mains network by lead supply pipes.
RULE REVISION
In the US, the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Water has committed to issue a
proposed lead and copper rule in 2017, reflecting national issues brought to light by the crisis in
Flint, including a reassessment of the sampling regime and lead service line replacement
requirements.
Preston said: “Since these early research projects took place, patents on many technologies for
lining and replacing lead service and communication pipes have expired. However, the selection of
lowest whole-life-cost solutions, that meet customer need, remains the objective. Utilities, along
with owners and occupiers of public buildings recognise their Duty of Care towards their users.
They should also be made aware of highly efficient and effective techniques to reduce lead
exposure.”
METHOD SELECTION
Preston advises: “The AWWA method selection table shown in this paper has been updated to
incorporate the latest technological developments and provides a basis from which those concerned
can approach their supply chain or specialist advisors to determine the least cost alternatives
available to them.”
Richard Coffey, managing director of Aquam said: “This is a very worrying time for people in
Flint, Michigan and other cities affected by the risks posed by lead in drinking water. It is important
that those tasked with making supplies safe have access to the full range of options available to them
so that any issues can be resolved as quickly as possible. It is often assumed that lead pipes have to
be ripped out and replaced, but this is no longer the case. Advanced technologies like Aquam’s Nu
Line and Serline systems offer a safer, lower cost alternative that minimise disruption to the
customer.”
The white paper, Lead Pipe Rehabilitation and Replacement Techniques – an update, can be
downloaded at www.aquamcorp.co.uk/register. The original paper can be viewed at:
www.waterrf.org/PublicReportLibrary/RFR90789_2000_465.pdf
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CONCRETE CLEARING FROM CONSTRUCTION SITE PIPELINES

L

ondon in the UK, alongside many of the world’s largest
cities and towns, is currently in the midst of major
building works including some of the largest new-build,
purpose-built accommodation developments to date.
As with many sites of this nature, during the construction
operations, in order to maintain machinery and equipment in
the best working order it is often washed down after use.
Where such equipment has been used for the preparation,
movement or installation of concrete this can cause problems
for the drainage system as wash-down water makes its way
off site into the local drainage network.
When this is done over a period of time it can be the case
that even newly laid drainage pipes can become laden with set
concrete which then has to be removed to ensure the longterm viability of the drainage system. This was the case
recently on a major construction undertaking for a significant
residential construction project in the burgeoning Docklands
area in London’s East End.
After searching the market for potential options to clean the
affected pipes, and trialling cleaning from various other Access to and from the cleaning
cleaning contractors, the contract to complete the concrete locations was difficult in
removal process was awarded to specialist pipe cleaning amongst the ongoing
company Tube Tech International Ltd of Rayleigh, Essex, construction works.
U.K.
Tube Tech specialises in fouling removal across virtually all industries. The company is often
called on to implement its specialist fouling removal after other more traditional jetting and cleaning
contractors have tried and failed to remove the blockage. Clients are usually at the point where the
fouling problem is seemingly impossible to overcome and so they are considering pipe replacement
as the only option. According to Mike Watson, Managing Director of Tube Tech: “It is at this point
where we can offer a better alternative.”
After decades of operation in the field Tube Tech has developed a range of simple yet effective
remote control systems and robotics specifically for fouling removal purposes. In many cases
equipment suited the case in hand may be developed.
CLEARING CONCRETE FROM PIPES
The requirement to re-establish the correct flow regime in the concrete laden pipes serving the new
buildings on a recent site proved to be quite urgent, so initially Tube Tech was asked to rapidly
mobilise with what might be the best equipment available to them at the time.
Having been involved for some 30 years in specialist fouling removal operations from all types of
process assets in all industries, including utilities as well as oil and gas, Tube Tech International has
become recognised as a global leader in research-led, high tech cleaning and inspection services.
The company has continually developed tried and tested, step change methods to solve heavy
industries most difficult fouling removal challenges across the world providing simultaneous reopening and inspection services for a wide variety of industrial situations enabling significant
savings to be made by clients by reducing downtime, cutting CO2 emissions, increasing throughput
and improving safety standards.
Previous experience in the removal of concrete from pipework enabled Tube Tech to bring to the
site one of its proven systems. This option had some effect for removing the concrete in the pipes at
up to four times more than any previous contractor. However this still proved too time-consuming
an option for the client. What made the works somewhat more demanding was that there were no
drawings of the pipe network available so until
the Tube Tech team arrived on site any cleaning
work was effectively done blind.
After the initial attempts to remove the
concrete proved too slow, Tube Tech’s expertise
was brought to bear given the experience and
better understanding of the problem. The team
regrouped and ultimately was able to develop
better technology that could cope with the
limited access to the affected pipeline within the
confines of the construction site as well as
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handling the tight bends that proved to be within the pipe
network as well as being a faster concrete clearing
method. Part of this solution was the development and
introduction of the use of polymer infused ultra-high
pressure water, to create more impact against concrete
blockages in order to remove it quicker.
As part of this process, Tube Tech found a
biodegradable chemical which could be used to soften the
set concrete in advance of any cleaning operation. This
alongside the use of various mechanical tooling and high
pressure jetting meant that ultimately to achieve full
removal of the concrete obstruction in the drainage pipe
required the use of some four different technologies.
The success of the fouling removal operation, once the
effective new methodology had been developed and
applied, was eventually complete in just 5 working days.
LIMITING PIPE DEGRADATION
One of the more important aspects of the site work, as
well as completing clearing of the concrete obstruction, Concrete removal underway in the
was limiting any potential damage to the pipeline material. pipeline is observed with CCTV
As with any situation where the obstructing material is cameras.
harder than the material from which the pipe is made,
there is always the potential for damage to be incurred by the pipe fabric. This was the case on the
recent project. When interchanging the various mechanical and jetting heads to remove the concrete
from the pipe occasionally Tube Tech’s equipment became stuck in the pipe after passing over the
obstruction into clear pipe or as sections of concrete broke away from the main body of the
obstruction. This meant that operations to remove the devices or jetting heads and even some of the
ultra-high pressure water operations caused some minor damage to the inner surface of the pipe.
As the concrete removal operation ended Tube Tech undertook a full pipeline inspection to
highlight where any damage had occurred during the works. In the end only about 5% of the
pipeline showed any damage, far less than might be expected of such a difficult cleaning operation.
The extent of the damage that did occur within the pipe was considered minor leading the client to
accept the outcome of the works completed and was subsequently more than happy to have the
concrete cleared. Any sections that were damaged could be re-sleeved and remain in service into the
future. However, due to time constraints on other affected parts of the construction project, some
sections of pipe that were blocked by concrete were required to be bypassed by the installation of
new pipe lengths
Commenting on the concrete clearing operation Mike Watson said: “We have been concrete
clearing on projects of this nature for many years although it is not usually the main thrust of our
operations. But this one threw several challenges at us that even we had not met before. Working
together and pooling the experience of our crew and technical team we were able to come up with a
methodology that ultimately enabled us to complete the job to the full satisfaction of the client. On
site it was the skill and tenacity of our crew that made this operation successful with very little
damage to the pipes in question. The whole team should be very proud of the work it completed.”
Website: www.tubetech.com
Various examples of the concrete blockages of differing sizes and shapes removed from the
affected pipe sections.
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SOLVING IRELAND’S LEAD WATER CRISIS

P

ipe Restoration Services’ ePIPE Team has
been engaged with Irish Water and Dublin
City Housing on trial projects in Ireland to
demonstrate the effectiveness of lining service
pipes using the patented ePIPE solution.
ePIPE is an in-place lining process that
provides a barrier coating to the inside of lead
service lines.
The process reduces lead leaching bringing
drinking water into compliance for lead
leaching.
The process can be completed in a matter of a
few hours, typically with no digging or
trenching on the customer’s property.
The Irish Water Draft ‘Lead in Drinking Water
Mitigation Plan’ considers a number of lead
mitigation options and epoxy lining of lead
services is recognised as a cost effective lead
mitigation option.
The Dublin City Housing project was
conducted in the Cabra West District of Dublin. Lining the lead service pipe in the Cabra West
Service pipes running from the curb stop to the District of Dublin.
inside of the customer’s home were lined using
the ePIPE process.
The customer was particularly pleased with how fast the ePIPE process was, with only a 2 hour
cure she had her water back on in less than 3 hours with the flow and pressure as good as it was
before lining. She particularly expressed herself delighted with how the ePIPE process was
completed with no digging or trenching on her property.
Pipe Restoration Services demonstrated lining up to 15 metres of ½ in (12.5 mm) diameter service
pipe in one pass. ePIPE is DWI Reg 31(4)(a), WRAS and NSF Std 61.5 approved. Website:
www.leadfreepipes.com
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DETROIT-AREA CONTRACTOR IS A PIPE BURSTING BOOSTER

M

ark DiMichele, owner of D&D Sewer &
Water in Canton, Michigan, USA is
enthusiastic about spreading the word of pipe
bursting’s advantages. He is also a seasoned expert
in the technique, having been involved with water
main pipe bursting since its first introduction to the
Detroit area 10 years ago.
“We were underground construction specialists at
the time.” DiMichele said. “We had been
subcontracted to do residential hook-ups by a
British pipe bursting company on a big, two-yearlong replacement job. We developed a good
relationship and had learned enough in a year of
working around pipe bursting operations with them
every day, to offer to finish the project while they
went on to their next big job.”
Ten years later, municipal pipe bursting accounts
for about 60% of the D&D’s work in a service area
extending in a 100 mile (160 km) radius from its The HammerHead® HydroBurst® 100XT
base of operations.
featuring an onboard computer, automated
HammerHead
Trenchless
Equipment, rod spinning assembly and tethered remote
DiMichele’s choice for his pulling machine, control.
regarded his expertise so highly that it asked him to
help in the design of a new 100 ton (machine. DiMichele put the prototype’s design to the test in
arduous, real-life field conditions, including some features he himself suggested. Now he owns the
first HammerHead HydroBurst 100XT to come off the production line. Rated for 98 tons of pulling
force, the 100XT bursting machine’s on-board computer can run the hydraulics in either a 100 ton
mode or 50 ton mode. The 50 ton mode directs all available hydraulic fluid to just two of the unit’s
four cylinders. This allows the contractor not only to use the puller on smaller jobs but at a faster
bursting speed. Even on jobs that require accessing its full pulling force, pay-out can still be
completed twice as fast using 50 ton mode reaching up to 15 ft/min (4.5 m/min) to 400 ft (120 m).
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The unit also features an automated rod spinning
assembly and tethered remote control. The new
spinner assembly allows continuous feeding of
lightweight 2½ in (63.5 mm) diameter, API-threaded
straight pull rods. The operator does not need to stop
the machine to add rods.
A remote control puts DiMichele or one of his
other operators on the surface, freeing up workspace
in the pit for the rod handler, permitting the best
view for more efficient control of the operation.
Lever-actuated controls on the puller itself facilitate
initial training and orientation at the machine and
provide redundant backup, ensuring job completion
if for any reason the remote control cannot be used.
The pipe bursting method can be used on
The 100XT is only 39 in high by 30 in wide (990 a variety of water supply line and sewer
mm high by 760 mm wide), so working pit system pipe materials including cast iron,
dimensions can be smaller, making it perfect for the clay tile, PVC, concrete, reinforced
narrower side streets of many residential areas concrete, asbestos concrete and, in many
DiMichele works in.
cases, ductile iron and even steel.
DiMichele considers the pipe bursting method to
still be evolving in the U.S. The hard part, he said, is educating project owners that there’s a newer,
better way to do things. “It is just human nature. It is hard to persuade any of us, I think, to look at
new methods when we expected to do it the way it hss been done for a hundred years. Like using
iron pipe. If we can get people to move away from ductile iron pipe, then they will really get to see
the advantages of pipe bursting.”
DiMichele said he does install ductile with pipe bursting technique, but it is not as conducive to
pipe bursting as HDPE or fusible PVC. These plastics offer a tremendous advantage of making
lengths of 300 to 500 ft main on the surface to install it all at once in a single day. This is
fundamental to the pre-chlorinated pipe installation method. “Pre-chlorinated method cannot be
done with ductile iron.”
Municipal engineers specify pre-chlorinated installation for its main selling point: greatly reduced
impact on the water system’s end users. Water customers typically lose service for only one
workday shift. Restoration is limited to service accesses and the pulling pit. Streets, driveways and
lawns typically remain untouched.
This is in stark contrast to an open cut replacement of a water main, a process, DiMichele said, in
which lawns, driveways, trees and streets are unavoidably damaged. Furthermore, individual
services for an open cut replacement are not just disconnected but must each be connected to an
alternate water source for the duration of the project – generally one to two weeks.
Once pipe is removed and new pipe is made up, the cleaning and sterilisation process begins to
make the conduit safe for use with drinking water. Chlorination and testing usually last several days.
When the pipe is ready, the services must be taken one by one from their temporary bypass and
reconnected to the main. Once everything is running, restoration can begin. It is a long intrusive
process, one that can be avoided with pre-chlorinated pipe replacement method.
But it is also a technique that calls for a specialist with crews dedicated to the job, working
uninterrupted start to finish, DiMichele said. Therefore the method’s critical choreography rules out
many in-house municipal pipe bursting programmes. “Those city guys wear lots of hats.” DiMichele
said. “During a job they can be called away to deal with an emergency elsewhere in the city.”
DiMichele, on the other hand, dedicates crews solely to the project before them.
Most of the municipal installations for D&D’s service area are 8 on 8 replacements, the most
common diameter for distribution mains there. Those lines laid with 6 in (150 mm) diameter pipe
are almost always upsized to 8 in (200 mm) diameter. D&D’s crews have also done 12 on 12 and
even a 12 to 16 upsize. “The 16 in (400 mm) diameter pipe we replaced was for a major trunk line.”
The projects are orchestrated in 300 to 500 ft runs, judging what D&D believes can be made
within the specified timeframe. In shorter runs, the complete job from staging, digging the pits and
completing the burst and reconnections can be done the same day. On longer runs they will prepare
the location the day before. “We put in some long days, 10 to12 hours. As soon as the water’s on,
then there is clean up, filling in accesses, grading, seeding. In comparison, it typically takes two
weeks for an eight-man crew to install 1,000 ft (300 m) of new water main with open cut method.”
DiMichele laughed, saying: “That is another big selling point of pre-chlorinated replacement – no
complaint calls to city hall. We are not there long enough for residents to have a complaint.”
Website: www.hammerheadtrenchless.com
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SEALING OFF ABANDONED MAINS
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A

s part of National Grid’s major gas mains replacement project
on Stanley Bridge, King’s Road, London, UK a Steve Vick
International Contract Service team was recently appointed to seal
off the ends of three 36 in (900 mm) diameter abandoned cast iron
mains and one 36 in (900 mm) diameter steel main. The filling
process took just four hours to complete.
The voids needed to be sealed off to prevent backfill entering the
open ends of the pipes and causing the road surface to slump over
time. National Grid decided to use Steve Vick’s FOAMBAG™
system as it offered considerable cost-saving compared with the
installation and testing of traditional caps.
In each of three sections of horizontal main, Steve Vick
International fitted a FOAMBAG™, the patented flow-stopping
system developed by the company over 30 years ago which has
become a gas industry standard method. Expanding polyurethane
resin foam is injected into the fabric bag and is held in place as it
expands. At full expansion, some of the foam seeps through the
semi-porous material to adhere to the pipe wall. Once cured, a
lightweight fabric FOAMCAP™ was fitted to the end of the main;
again foam was injected to fill the space between the bag and the
cap.
The fourth main was a 2 m long vertical section, 2.5 m
underground. As this was a particular hazard to workers,
pedestrians and animals that could fall into the deep opening, it
was completely filled with expanding resin foam. A sponge ‘dam’
was installed at the base of the vertical section and the main was
filled progressively, allowing each fill to cure before adding the
next.
Authorising Engineer Michael Lench said: “The Steve Vick
Contract Team was helpful and ensured the job went smoothly. All
four mains were sealed to the high standard National Grid expect”.
As well as being used to fill abandoned pipes and many other
types of void, the FOAMBAG™ technique is used for flowstopping live gas mains to be abandoned. The bag is installed in
the main, and the resin injected, via a specially constructed
standpipe. The benefits of using FOAMBAG™ over conventional
flow-stopping methods its low cost and ease of use and the need
for a considerably smaller excavation. Website: www.stevevick.com
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The 36 in (900 mm)
diameter main before and
after the FOAMCAP™
installation.

COMPACT VACUUM EXCAVATOR FOR BUILD SITE
New housing builds can be busy, high volume construction sites. With numerous material and
supply deliveries each day, and various plant
equipment needed on site, contractors must
adopt a safe traffic management plan.
On a recent housing build site in Cheshire,
UK, contractors knew that they needed a
compact solution to excavate underground
utilities that would not add additional heavy
plant equipment to the already busy site.
Whilst builders were laying foundations and
fitting out homes, Pier (UK)’s smaller
Citysucker vacuum excavation hire unit was
called in to expose existing utilities lines and
get the new homes powered up.
Working with contractors onsite, the vacuum
excavator was able to uncover underground
assets in a fast and safe way, ensuring work Pier (UK)’s smaller Citysucker vacuum
stayed on schedule ready for homes to be excavation unit on a recent housing build site in
Cheshire, UK.
signed over to their new owners.
The smaller suction unit is just over six
metres long and two metres wide, making it ideal on heavy traffic sites. Work could be carried out
in a smaller area, ensuring tight controls were maintained. The built-in skip stored excavated
material to offload at a later stage, away from the busy site works. Website: www.pier-uk.co.uk

Hammerhead piercing, bursting &
ramming products are used by
contractors worldwide to install or
replace fibre, communication,
water, sewer and gas lines with
minimal disruption to landscapes,
structures and traffic flow.

Suppliers of Directional Drills,
AXIS® Guided Boring
System, Mixing Systems,
Digital Location Systems, Rock
Drilling, Tooling and
Accessories, Impact Moles and
Vacuum Excavation systems
across the UK and Ireland.

Ditch Witch
UK & Ireland
All Terrain ‘ROCK’ Directional
Drills, HDD Training, Mixing/
Recycling Systems, HDD Drilling
Fluids, Drill Pipe, Backreamers,
Tri-Hawk Tooling,
HDD Guidance Systems,
Utility Locators,
Vac Systems, Trenchers,
Vibratory Ploughs.
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& SERVICES
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SMALL FOOTPRINT BUT LARGE WORKS

N

orthern Gas Networks’ recently acquired City
Core and Vac systems from MTS Suction
Systems UK Ltd are proving themselves highly
capable of not only Keyhole surface coring works
but also larger excavation works in busy city centre
locations.
Based on the MTS City Dino range the NGN City
Core & Vac was specifically designed for the client
which advised from the early stages of the contract
that it also wanted the power to complete larger
works as and
A Northern Gas Networks City Core and
when required.
To this end the Vac system on site.
equipment has proven its abilities within both the North East and
Yorkshire regions of NGN with not only multiple cores completed
but also numerous larger excavations mostly in ground heavily
congested with pipes and cables in busy town and city locations.
With MTS Twin Fans the unit is the most powerful of its type
on the market today allowing it to perform in a wide variety of
ground conditions that would usually require the use of larger
suction excavators.
The equipment was also the first City Dino supplied as a side
tipping unit with a slightly reduced capacity in line with the
client’s requirements.
Feedback from the machine operators indicates that
performance has outweighed expectations with increasing levels
of demand for the equipment on NGN sites for both standard
excavation works and the more specialist Core and Vac
operations. Website: www.mtssuctionsystems.co.uk
An excavation typical of the larger types on which the Core &
Vac system has been used.
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TRACTO-TECHNIK
INSPIRING
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES
for the underground installation and
trenchless renewal of pipelines
TORO and
American Augers Directional Drills
Auger Boring Equipment
Tooling & Drill Rods

Drilling Fluids
Recycling & Mixing Systems
Digital Location Equipment
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GETTING TO KNOW NEW MEMBERS
RSP UK LTD - As a market leader in the area of fan-operated suction excavation equipment RSP UK has a
great deal of experience in devising and manufacturing mobile and static suction excavators as well as
customised solutions.
Combined with fans of different output capacities and transport vehicles of different sizes offer a multitude of
combinations which allow clients to configure the perfect machine for any application. The special suction
excavation equipment from RSP puts an end to the inefficiency and high cost of manual excavation work. When operating in
sensitive areas, RSP suction excavators are practically unbeatable in terms of non-destructive excavations.
RSP has a passion for building suction excavators. Its objective is to work in close cooperation with its customers. This for ms
the ideal basis for effective collaboration with customers to develop into a true partnership. RSP’s aim is to continue to impress
its customers in the future with new ideas and high-quality, technically sophisticated products. Website: www.rsp-uk.co.uk
BREWIS ENGINEERING - Brewis Engineering specialises in the design, development and manufacture
of equipment for the Trenchless Technology Industry. Since 1984 it has been solving trenchless technology
problems using innovative design and manufacturing knowledge.
Brewis is a BS EN ISO 9001:2000 registered company operating from modern 10,000 sq.ft. premises in
Frome, Somerset, approximately 10 miles from Bath and Bristol.
Its machine shop is well equipped with modern CNC machine tools and complementary manual machines
for low volume and prototype work. Brewis also has extensive test facilities.
Whilst the name may not be familiar, customers will recognise some of the products that Brewis has designed and made.
Founder and designer, Rod Brewis, invented the expanding towing head (or duct puller) that is in daily use around the
World. The company makes a large range of towing heads from 25 mm diameter to 900 mm diameter and to compliment these, it
also manufactures pressure test ends.
Brewis’ two ranges of heavy duty directional drilling pullback swivels start at 10 tons and go up to 550 tons pullback capacity.
They are made from high tensile steel and the company always uses top class roller bearings. Other features include a one piece
shaft for high strength, external power greasing point and a highly effective patented sealing system.
The company manufactures high flow sonde housings and boring heads in a range of diameters and materials. All designs use
annular flow around a central capsule. This ensures very high flow rates and gives the added benefit of both insulating and
cooling the sonde. Brewis also works very closely with many OEMs, designing and manufacturing equipment to their specific
requirements. Website. www.brewisdirect.com
TOPIC OF THE MONTH
PIPE RAMMING - Pipe ramming technique with non-steered ramming machines
Overview
For the installation of steel pipes using the ramming technique, pneumatically driven pipe
ramming machines are used. These machines enable the economic installation of open steel pipes
as casing or product pipes up to 4,000 mm diameter over lengths up to 80 m in soils of the
classes 1 - 5 (partly even class 6 - easily soluble rock) without the need for jacking abutments.
Application
The steel pipe ramming technique is suitable for installing longitudinally welded pipes, spirally welded pipes, seamless pipes
and pipes with insulation protection. It enables a wide range of applications:

Installation of steel pipes underneath buildings, roads, waterways, railway tracks, parks, etc.

Construction of pipe roofs for tunnel structures

Vertical applications, e.g. for foundations, sheet piling or well drilling,

Support of HDD bores (HDD Assist).

Renewal of pipelines (dynamic pipe bursting).
This method is used for the installation of steel pipes underneath roads, waterways, railway tracks, parks, etc. over lengths up to
80 m, as product pipes, e.g. in pipeline construction, or as casing pipes for supply und drainage pipe bundles. The pipe rammers
are also used horizontally for constructing underpasses, small outlets, pipe roofs for tunnel structures, for supporting HDD bores
(HDD Assist). Vertical applications can be used for foundations, sheet piling or well drilling.
Description/Method
The pneumatically driven ramming machine has a cylindrical shape with a front, or respectively a rear cone for connecting the
add-on cones, cotter segments and/or soil-removal cones/adaptors which create a tight-fitting connection between pipe and
machine. When using the soil removal cones/adaptors, part of the soil core, which is carried along, can come out through two
openings and exit. The application of cotter segments avoids flaring of the pipe and enables butt welding of the single pipe
lengths. Bulging welding seams of spiral welded pipes have to be smoothed to level with the pipe material in the area of the
segment fitting depth in order to prevent point pressure loads.
The ramming machine is driven by a conventional compressor. After being welded together, the single pipe strings are pushed
forward gradually. Due to the robust one-piece construction, the TT Group’s largest ramming machine can achieve impact energy
of 40.000 Nm (at full capacity) which is transferred optimally over the complete pipe string to the pipe’s front cutting edge. The
average ramming speed is 10 m/hour.
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After the ramming process is completed, the pipe spoil inside the pipe is
removed completely using water pressure in combination with
compressed air or water pressure alone - up to ND 500 soil removal is
only allowed with compressed air after having taken the appropriate
safety measures. With larger pipe diameters the soil can be removed
manually with the help of certain auxiliaries.
Advantages of the method:

less disruption and damage to surfaces worth conserving and
minimal restoration

low social costs because detours, half-sided barriers etc. are
avoided

no jacking abutments or auger cutters required which could
get jammed

the soil core remains in the pipe during ramming, i.e. no
ingress of water when rivers or high water table areas are
encountered

minimal depth of cover required, i.e. shallower excavations

adaptable for all pipe diameters with special ram cones

widely acknowledged and accepted simple technique

short set-up and installation times

wide application range

MEMBERS NEWS

MORRISON UTILITY SERVICES SECURES LONG-TERM AFFINITY WATER FRAMEWORK

Estimated contract value of £20 million per annum for mains infrastructure
renewal and developer services contract

Four year contract with a potential further four year extension
Morrison Utility Services (MUS), a leading utility services provider in the UK, has been
appointed to deliver the mains renewal and developer services programmes for Affinity
Water.
Commencing in January 2017 and covering all three Affinity Water areas, the framework
has an estimated value of £20 million per annum and is initially set to run for four years with
the option to extend for a further four years.
Under the terms of the agreement, MUS will work closely with Affinity Water to carry out design, programming, customer and
stakeholder engagement, as well as adoption of value-engineering options and end-to-end delivery.
Commenting on the contract award, Jim Arnold, Chief Executive of Morrison Utility Services, said: “We are delighted to have
been chosen as the service partner for Affinity Water across its three water supply areas. The scope of work will include design
and build responsibility for over 100 km of mains renewal per annum, as well as over 600 developer services projects and
associated connections, each year. We will work closely with Affinity Water to ensure a collaborative and agile approach based
on a foundation of safe operations, strong customer focus and innovative ways of working.”
Drew Ritchie, Managing Director of Wholesale Operations said: “This agreement is a crucial component of our programme and
we are delighted to be working with Morrison’s Utility Services to deliver our AMP6 components.” Website:
www.morrisonus.com
£1 MILLION INVESTMENT CREATES NEW DRAINAGE DEPOT TO BOOST SERVICE AND SUSTAINABILITY
Lanes Group plc has opened a new drainage services depot to serve West London and the
Thames Valley. The ‘West London' depot is the first new general service depot the UK’s
largest independent drainage specialist has opened since 2012.
It is also the first Lanes depot to operate its own fleet of water waste tankers, a business
innovation that will be rolled out to other depots during 2017.
Lanes Group is a leading provide of drainage diagnostics, repair and rehabilitation services
across all business sectors, including utilities, construction, insurance, energy, manufacturing,
government, retail, rail, highways and logistics.
The depot, in Slough, Berkshire, has 27 personnel, and has been supported with a capital
investment of £1 million for new specialist vehicles, equipment and refurbished office space.
The move enhances the company’s ability to support customers in the region with a comprehensive range of drain unblocking,
repair and rehabilitation services, and improves the sustainability of its operations.
It increases the company’s Lanes operational network to 20 full-service depots and five utility hubs. Lanes now has two depots
covering London. The other is at Rainham, in Essex.
Lanes Group Development Director Richard Leigh said: “This is an exciting and important development for us. It is based on
our strategy of delivering the fastest and most effective drainage solutions in the UK.
“Our aim is to provide a national service, with the best equipment and expertise, and the flexibility to respond quickly to
customer demand at a local level. Lanes West London epitomises this approach. The ideal location of Lanes West London will
reduce journey times for our drainage teams, optimising our service response and improving the sustainability of our business,
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two things our customers value.”
The Lanes West London depot is co-located with the rail division and insurance division of
UKDN Waterflow (LG) Ltd, another Lanes Group company. This allows customers to draw
on a wider range of expertise, including civil engineering.
Lanes West London has four recycler jetting and vacuumation tankers, four main line
CCTV drainage survey vans and three van pack general jetting and unblocking vans, as well
as the new vacuumation tankering service.
Richard Leigh said: “Lanes has the largest fleet of recycler jet vac tankers in the UK, but
having four of the vehicles at a full-service Lanes depot is special even by Lanes standards. Recycler jet vac tankers can filter and
reuse their water, so can stay on station for longer, increasing productivity by up to 68%, and completing projects such as sewer
cleaning and highway culvert desilting faster and more effectively. Introduction of a vacuumation tankering service is a new
development for us, and is based on experience and expertise we have developed operating up such services for utility clients
over the last 18 months. It is very much in line with our aim to deliver, for our customers, the right drainage assets and knowhow, both in terms of capability and cost, when they need them, and where they need them.” Website: www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

OTHER NEWS & EVENTS

TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 - 13 and 14 March 2017 in Dubai. Website: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com

ISTT AFFILIATED SOCIETY NEWS

THE NASTT 2017 NO-DIG SHOW - April 9 to 12, 2017 - Washington D.C., USA. Details from: www.nastt.org
NO-DIG BERLIN 2017 - March 28 to 31, 2017 - Berlin, Germany. Details from: www.nodigberlin.com
NO-DIG DOWN UNDER 2017 - Sept 12 to 15, 2017 - Gold Coast, Australia. Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com
Trenchless World Congress 2017 - September 25-27 - Medellin, Colombia. Details from: www.nodigcolombia.com

Don't forget!
UKSTT members are entitled to access the services on the ISTT website including free downloads of technical papers and reports
from the Technical Resource Centre TRC. Please contact admin@ukstt.org.uk for your password.
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Westrade Group Ltd is an
independent company
specialising in trade exhibition
and conference organisation.
Events include the
'TRENCHLESS ' and
'NO-DIG' series across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
Africa.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2016

December 8-9
No-Dig India 2016 - New Delhi, India.
Details from: http://indstt.com/
December 12-15
BAUMA CONEXPO INDIA 2016 - New Delhi, India.
Details from: www.bcindia.com/index.html

2017

January 31- February 2
UCT 2017 - Fort Worth, Texas, USA.
Details from: http://uctonline.com/
March 7-11
CONEXPO-CON/AGG - Las Vegas, USA
Details from: www.conexpoconagg.com
March13-14
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 - Dubai.
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
March 28-31
Wasser Berlin International with No-Dig Berlin - Berlin,
Germany
Details from: www.wasser-berlin.de/en/
April 9-13
International No-Dig Conference & Exhibition With
the No-Dig Show (NASTT) - Washington, DC, USA
Details from: www.nodigshow.com
April 26
WRc Innovation Day - Swindon, UK.
Details from: www.wrcplc.co.uk
Sept 12 to 15
No-Dig Down Under 2017 - Gold Coast, Australia.
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com
September 25-27
Trenchless World Congress - Medellin, Colombia.
Details from: www.nodigcolombia.com
October 11-12
NSTT No-Dig Event – Nijkerk, The Netherlands
Details from: www.no-dig-event.nl
December 6-7
STUVA Expo 2017 - Stuttgart, Germany.
Details from: www.stuva-expo.com

2018

March 13-16
BAUMA CONEXPO AFRICA - Johannesburg, S. Africa
Details from: www.bcafrica.com
March 25-29
No-Dig Show (NASTT) - Palm Springs, USA
Details from: www.nodigshow.com
September 18-20
No-Dig Live 2018 - Peterborough, UK.
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk
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